Unafraid of the Dark
by Rosemary Bray

About the Book
In her deeply affecting, vividly written memoir, Rosemary L. Bray describes with remarkable frankness growing up poor
in Chicago in the 1960s, and her childhood shaped by welfare, the Roman Catholic Church, and the civil rights
movement.
Bray writes poignantly of her lasting dread of the cold and the dark that characterized her years of poverty; of her
mother's extraordinary strength and resourcefulness; and of the system that miraculously enabled her mother to scrape
together enough to keep the children fed and clothed. Bray's parents, held together by their ambitions for their children
and painfully divided by their poverty, punctuate young Rosemary's nights with their violent fights and define her days
with their struggles.
This powerful, ultimately inspiring book is a moving testimony of the history Bray overcame, and the racial obstacles
she continues to see in her children's way.

Discussion Guide
1.The author writes, "My mother's endurance was a mystery to me....[W]hat I never understood was how she was able to
do what she did for as long as she did it." (p. 10) In what ways does she have a better understanding of her mother's
endurance by the end of the memoir?
2.Talk about the author's point that one of the basic flaws in ADC was that it wasn't designed originally as a permanent
social insurance program like Social Security. Do you agree or disagree? And why?
3. The author notes that her mother and other African-American women of that generation felt their lives were less
important than the lives of the children they raised. Is this a truth that still exists today? That transcends economic and

racial barriers?
4. The author's father beat her and terrorized her family. He also encouraged, demanded, and instilled a love and respect
for books and learning. If the reverse were true (a loving father who had no respect for learning) how might her life have
been different? Do you think she would have accomplished what she has?
5. Welfare made the author's father a "shadow man." Talk about this phenomenon and what it does to men and to their
families.
6. Talk about the changes that occur in the author's perceptions and understanding of her home and neighborhood every
time she ventures farther from it.
7. Is the author more like her father than not? In what ways?
8. How can a teacher change a student's life? How did her teacher at Francis W. Parker School do that for the author?
Talk about experiences you've had with an inspirational teacher.
9. Talk about Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.--the author's perceptions of him and her understanding of the movement for
racial equality and how it changed at different points in her life. Can you chart such points in your life?
10. The author writes that she learned to "negotiate a way of belonging in this largely white, culturally very different
world without abandoning the rest of my real life." (p. 106) What price does she pay for doing this? Is there a choice for
African-Americans? Do white people ever have to do the same?
11. Diversity and integration? Or, separatism and co-existence? At what points in the book does the author feel one way
or the other is best?
12. Talk about the author's pragmatism regarding affirmative action. Talk about the current state of affirmative action-the arguments for and against it.
13. When the author enters the workforce, she has to deal with a whole new breed of problem--an unsupportive boss.
Talk about this as a reality of life. Is it worse, or more common, for African-Americans?
14. Free of her husband, her children grown, the author's mother chooses to be a companion and helper to a wealthy
white woman. How does the author come to terms with this? How would you?
15. Talk about the author's relationship with Royce in Harlem. Would you have helped in the same way?
16. Talk about the difference between the world of men and the world of women. In the African-American community,
who pays a bigger price for day-to-day existence? For achieving dreams?
17. Talk about Evangelical Christianity as a faith that leads Christians "not to a larger embrace of the world...but to a
profound sense of hopelessness.... Their great love of God had ruined them in the company of humanity." (p. 262)

18. The author considers "color-blindness in America both an insult and a lie." (p. 263) Do you agree? Why or why not?
19. The author notes that Shelby Steele argues for forgetting and forgiveness in regard to racial issues. The author argues
that "consciousness is the only path to forgiveness and reconciliation." (p. 268) What do you think?
20. Talk about the welfare reform bill of 1996. Do you agree with the author that it is a "betrayal of our interests as
women." (p. 274) Have your feelings about this been influenced by reading this memoir or from your personal
experience with welfare?

Author Bio
The New York Times Book Reviewand the author of a children's book, Martin Luther King. She lives in New Jersey
with her husband and two children.
Those are the surface facts. But one of the benefits of memoir is that we know much more about her, too. From her own
words, we see that Bray is:
Proud: "I was black, I was a girl, I was smart, I was the oldest of four: these were the things I knew about myself..."
Funny: "When I listen to one of the periodic television spectacles on [welfare] reform--in which people...take out after
welfare recipients for buying steaks--I have to laugh. Not one of them could survive a week on what my mother raised
four children on every month.... And steak was not part of that equation. Even if it were, is that what welfare reform is
after--keeping cheap, tough steaks out of the mouths of the unworthy?"
Pragmatic: "I wasn't so angry about white people during slavery, as I was angry about white people here and now."
Honest: "I didn't plan to become a thief, but I became one just the same."
Understanding: "It was hard in such a moment not to remember my father, a man filled with a rage he had every right
to feel, but which destroyed him just the same."
Wise: "I could admit in the quiet dark...that my dreams of Mama's new life were my dreams, not hers."
Hopeful: "For all the sweeping xenophobia, the reinvigorated racism, the deepening scorn for women and women's
work--including and especially mothering--I see and know and live amid pockets of resistance."

Critical Praise
"A clear, poignant, eloquent account of a courageous young woman whose tortured father and heroic mother helped
shape her wonderful destiny. "
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